17 January 2017

Letter of Support – Sky Way Technology

MBM is pleased to confirm its support for Sky Way technology, currently being developed and tested in Minsk, Belarus.

MBM is working with Rod Hook and Associates (www.rodhook.com.au) and Aurecon (www.aurecongroup.com).

To date MBM has provided initial Cost Planning services for a Sky Way pilot project for Australia and will continue to work with Sky Way designers to developed the appropriate, documentation and evidence to provide rigor around the technology’s costs and procurement strategies.

Project understanding

Sky Way has the potential to be a highly competitive alternative and cost-effective transport system incorporating revolutionary technology delivering faster, safer, more sustainable and smoother rail services.

The game-changer is that a Sky Way transport system could potentially be built for much less than conventional heavy rail systems and light rail infrastructure.

Sky Way’s intent to provide revolutionary technology, coupled with low relative net construction/operating costs, enhanced safety features and minimal land use impacts has the potential to redefine the future of rail networks in Australia.

MBM’s team

Mike O’Shea

Mike is a Chartered Quantity Surveyor and Certified Facilities Manager. Mike was a Director and Principal of Currie & Brown/Aquenta for over 25 years and has over 35 years experience in quantity surveying, post contract cost management and in the procurement and outsourcing of facilities management. Mike has specialised in the engineering and infrastructure sectors including rail, road, oil & gas, water, power and mining. He is also a leader in the Facilities Management sector and was the FMA National member in 2009. He has worked at a senior level on a range of maintenance projects for clients including UNSW, University of Sydney, AMP, Investa, Caltex, IAG, Brisbane Airport, Sydney Airport, Sydney Opera House and City of Sydney.

Doug Spork

Doug has over 20 years experience in quantity surveying and capital project procurement. Doug’s expertise extends to cost management services, the procurement of capital projects and technical advisory services in the PPP and facilities management industries. Doug has advised on over 15 social infrastructure PPPs in Australia. Doug is responsible for our Asset and Building Consulting services nationally.

Regards,

Doug Spork
Director

mbmpl.com.au